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In the French canton of Brienne in November 1799, local authorities were scandalized when a crowd of girls
broke through the doors of the church and rang the bells in order to mark the festival of St. Catherine.
Religious use of the bells was forbidden by law, but the villagers boldly insisted on their right to celebrate
with peals the feast of a beloved saint. So begins Village Bells, Alain Corbin's exploration of the "auditory
landscape" of nineteenth-century France, a story of lost sensory experiences and forgotten passions. In the
nineteenth century, these instruments were symbols of their towns and objects of both ecclesiastic and civic
pride. Bell-ringing served practical purposes of communication, marking both religious and secular time, as
well as calling citizens to pray, assemble, take arms, or beware of danger. As Corbin shows, the bells also
reflected the social, political, and religious struggles of the time. To control the bells was to control the
symbolic order, rhythm, and loyalties of French village and country life.

Using church archives and local documents, Corbin forges a unique history of the role of bells from the
aftermath of the Revolution to the dawn of the twentieth century. He charts how the First Republic (1792--
1804) moved toward a more secular society, turning many bells into coins and cannonballs and seizing
others as property of the state. A gradual return to the religious use of bells occurred in the nineteenth
century, even as their new secular roles were maintained. Corbin describes the battles over the marking of
religious versus secular time, as calls to prayer, the celebration of religious feasts, and the marking of rites of
passage -- baptism, marriage, and death -- competed with tolls indicating the passing hours or marking
assemblies, elections, or republican holidays.

Thoroughly documented and recounted with intriguing narratives, Village Bells provides an original
approach to nineteenth-century French cultural, social, and political history. As Corbin notes, the bells are no
longer essential to our lives -- their qualitative, sacred time and space replaced by the quantitative, secular
measures of the clock -- but by understanding their lost symbolic and practical importance we open a
window onto the age in which they rang.
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From reader reviews:

Dora Vazquez:

Why don't make it to become your habit? Right now, try to ready your time to do the important behave, like
looking for your favorite book and reading a reserve. Beside you can solve your short lived problem; you can
add your knowledge by the reserve entitled Village Bells. Try to make book Village Bells as your buddy. It
means that it can to get your friend when you sense alone and beside that course make you smarter than
previously. Yeah, it is very fortuned for you. The book makes you far more confidence because you can
know every thing by the book. So , let me make new experience along with knowledge with this book.

Guadalupe Marshall:

Here thing why this kind of Village Bells are different and trusted to be yours. First of all reading a book is
good nonetheless it depends in the content of it which is the content is as delightful as food or not. Village
Bells giving you information deeper and different ways, you can find any book out there but there is no
reserve that similar with Village Bells. It gives you thrill reading journey, its open up your own personal eyes
about the thing that will happened in the world which is possibly can be happened around you. It is easy to
bring everywhere like in recreation area, café, or even in your approach home by train. For anyone who is
having difficulties in bringing the imprinted book maybe the form of Village Bells in e-book can be your
alternate.

Stanley Rivas:

Exactly why? Because this Village Bells is an unordinary book that the inside of the guide waiting for you to
snap the item but latter it will surprise you with the secret this inside. Reading this book next to it was
fantastic author who else write the book in such remarkable way makes the content inside of easier to
understand, entertaining technique but still convey the meaning completely. So , it is good for you for not
hesitating having this nowadays or you going to regret it. This phenomenal book will give you a lot of
benefits than the other book get such as help improving your ability and your critical thinking way. So , still
want to hold up having that book? If I have been you I will go to the e-book store hurriedly.

Teresa Randall:

Do you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Try and
pick one book that you find out the inside because don't evaluate book by its deal with may doesn't work the
following is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside
look likes. Maybe you answer may be Village Bells why because the amazing cover that make you consider
concerning the content will not disappoint anyone. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the outside
as well as cover. Your reading sixth sense will directly guide you to pick up this book.
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